
 

 

MINUTES 
ASFA SMSF Discussion Group 

Tuesday 23 July 2019 
12:30pm – 2:00pm AEST 

Meeting held at PWC 
2 Riverside Quay, Southbank, Melbourne 

One International Towers, Watermans Quay Barangaroo 
Level 11, 70 Franklin Street Adelaide 

 
1. Welcome and introduction 

 
2. Attendees 

Melbourne 

Michael Harkin Naree Brooks Kam Nayager 
Liz Westover Sharif Elders 

 
Lindsay Morgan 
 

 

Adelaide 

Julie Steed Neil Sparks  
 

Sydney 

Philip La Greca Stephen Lamy Sivasothy, Muhunthan 
 

3. Minutes of previous meeting 

The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted. 

4. Matters arising 

Positive feedback in relation to Dana Fleming presenting to us in the previous month. The group 
was asked to consider how regularly we would like to have Dana attend meeting. Some feedback 
for future discussions with her would be to give her a list of things to discuss to prepare the 
conversations and provide more direction. It was agreed we would look to try to book her more 
frequently. 

 
 



 

 
It was also raised whether we have the ability to get someone from ASIC along to discuss 
licencing for advice – in particular SMSF advice, best interest duties or alternative solutions 
as well as the new educational requirements. 
 

5. ASFA update 

No updated provided from ASFA.  

6. General business 
 
1. Issues with the agenda, need to raise this with ASFA to get access to the agenda on the 

website.  Liz to follow up with Kerry; 
2. Death Benefit Guidance on minimum pension requirements: the ATO guidance released 

is not very clear. The wording about the solutions were interesting, the classification of 
death benefit and retirement phase accounts. Discussion on whether we should look to 
get a view from the ATO on this and put a question to Dana Fleming. Give the ATO 
examples and look at the results they come back with. Group to send examples to 
Naree and Liz to collate and put together for Dana; 

3. ATO has announced it is going to issue a property development bulletin to address 
situations where funds are undertaking property development activities. The ATO 
appear to have increased their activity in this area. There is previous guidance on a SMSF 
entering property development but it appears the market is not getting it correct. 

4. Brief discussion on what happens when a member makes a downsizer contribution and 
subsequently finds out they were not eligible. 

5. Dawson V Dawson case: 
Discussion on this case, which highlights the importance of correct documentation and 
ensuring client’s update their wills, particularly with change of circumstances such as 
separation of marriage.  

6. Brief discussion on issues with auditor numbers being used by people lodging funds 
fraudulently, but after discussion with some of the auditors in the group, they felt that 
most of the errors was due to human mistake and people entering the incorrect auditor 
numbers when switching providers.  Nevertheless, ATO activity in this area is underway 
and they are acting on cases of fraudulent misuse of auditor details. 

7. Penalty Regime and level of penalties was discussed within the group. There was 
concerned raised that people who have been voluntary disclosing breaches are still 
receiving heavy penalties. ATO seem to be pretty firm on these penalties.  

Topics for future meeting: 
 
New identity documents for directors of companies which will apply for all companies. This will 
have an impact on the trustee companies of SMSFs, so need to understand new rules.  

 
Next meeting 

The next meeting is confirmed for Tuesday 27 August 2019.  


